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Heatwaves
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Spread of disease
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Migration
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Climate emergency (or “climate conspiracy”?)

“
“
“

I want you to act as you would in a crisis. I want you to act as if our
house is on fire. Because it is
Greta Thunberg, January 2019
We don’t need an army of actuaries to tell us that the catastrophic
impacts of climate change will be felt beyond the traditional horizons
of most actors – imposing a cost on future generations that the
current generation has no direct incentive to fix
Mark Carney, September 2015
Trustees need to think very seriously about climate change risk and
actually their true role of duty to the beneficiaries, by which I mean,
there’s no point having a nice pension if you haven’t got a world to live in
Ed Davey, May 2019
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Agenda
1. What are climate-related financial risks?
2. How has insurance regulation reflected climate change risks to date?
– What developments have occurred at European level?

3. What must UK insurers to do respond to SS3/19?
– Who is responsible for climate change?
– What does a climate change plan look like?
– How does the time horizon for climate change risks differ from that current practice?
– What challenges for life insurers in developing appropriate scenarios for stress testing?
– What factors should a life actuary be aware of when considering climate change risk management?
– How are insurers currently disclosing climate change risks in public reports?
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Climate-related risks
Increased losses impacting
reserving and pricing

Extreme weather events

Failure to mitigate, respond
to or disclose risks

Higher liability claims

Tightening energy
efficiency standards

Affecting value of financial
assets in affected sectors

Insurer
Reserves
Underwriting
Reserving

Investments
Market
Counterparty

Rapid technological change

Increased flooding

Physical damage to
financial assets or
collateral
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Climate-related risks (cont.)
Changes in air quality

Increase/decrease in
mortality/morbidity

Macro economic forecasts

Updated economic
scenarios assumptions

Shifting customer
sentiment and scrutiny
from investors

Increased asset manager
fees

Insurer
Reserves
Underwriting
Reserving

Investments
Market

Reputational damage

Extreme weather events
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Counterparty

Disruption to business
continuity
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Emergence of climate change risk
Bank of England Governor,
Mark Carney delivered a
speech on ‘breaking the
tragedy of the horizon’

Sep
2015

PRA – issued report
on the ‘impact of
Climate Change to
UK Insurance
Industry’

Sep
2015

PRA – issued report
on ‘Transition in
thinking: The impact of
climate change on the
UK banking sector’

Jun
2017

The Task Force on
Climate-related Financial
Disclosures published
their recommendations to
the Bank of England

Sep
2018

Industry-wide working group
published a report titled ‘A
framework for assessing
financial impacts of physical
climate change. A
practitioner’s aide for the
general insurance sector’.

Apr
2019

May
2019

PRA – issued SS 3/19:on
‘Enhancing banks’ and
insurers’ approaches to
managing the financial risks
from climate change’.

The PRA, FCA, FRC, and
pension regulator published
a joint statement on climate
change, in support of the
launch of the Government’s
Green Finance Strategy

Jun
2019

Jul
2019

PRA – Climate
scenarios included
as part of 2019
Insurance Stress
Tests

Oct
2019

Network for Greening
the Financial System
(NGFS) efforts will be
informed by the
experience gained from
insurance climate
scenarios

Jun
2020

PRA – Firms must allocate a
responsible senior
management function by
October 15th
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What developments have occurred at European level?
Non-Financial Reporting Directive requires
companies to provide environmental, social and
governance related disclosures in Management
Report.

ECO labels for green financial products
EU Green Bond Standard

EIOPA Opinion on sustainability within
Solvency II to be incorporated within European
Commission 2020 review (report due 1 January
2021).

In June 2019 the European Commission (EC)
Benchmarks comprising low-carbon and
has published new guidelines on reporting
positive carbon impact investments and ESG
climate-related information, supplementing its disclosures.
non-binding guidelines on non-financial reporting
published July 2017.
EIOPA technical advice on potential
amendments to Solvency II and Insurance
Development of an EU Sustainable Finance
Distribution Directive (IDD) on integration of
Taxonomy
sustainability risks and factors into
organisational requirements; operating
conditions; risk management and target market
assessment.
Transparency of integration of sustainability
risks in the financial advice process and
transparency over financial products.
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An overview of SS3/19 regulatory expectations
Disclosures

Disclosures proposed to increase transparency of firms’ approaches to
managing climate related financial risks

Governance

Firms are expected to appoint a responsible senior management
function(s) and embed climate change in their governance arrangements

Risk Management

Firms are expected to incorporate the financial risks from climate change
into existing financial risk management practice

Scenario Analysis

Firms should use scenario analysis to inform strategy setting and risk
assessment and identification.
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Who is responsible for Climate Change?
CEO / CFO / 1st Line of Defence
CRO / 2nd Line of Defence
Both 1st and 2nd Lines of Defence
CSR team
Don’t Know
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How does the time horizon for climate change risks differ
from that current practice in life insurers?
Life insurers manage capital and liquidity in the short term…

Today

7 day

30 day

2 month

90 day

1 year

Liquidity management

MA breach
rectification limit

Liquidity management

Capital measurement
horizon

Planning for the medium term...

But only in rare examples look at long term risks...

1 year

3 - 5 years

10-25 years

30+ years

Capital requirement horizon

Business planning horizon

With Profits run-off plan

Climate transition
long-term targets,
e.g. Paris Accord

Today

Climate Risk tipping point
Internal Rating of
illiquid assets
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What challenges for life insurers in developing
appropriate scenarios for stress testing?
Case study: 2019 PRA stress tests
Climate scenarios

Key takeaways from life insurers

Scenario A: sudden, but disorderly transition

For a number of insurers this was their first
quantitative effort

Scenario B: long term orderly transition
Scenario C: failed future improvements
Deadline: 31 October 2019

Classifying investments was challenging

The PRA’s stress testing approach
Stress tests most relevant to life insurers:

Dataset developed which can be used for future
scenarios

A. ‘Minsky moment’ – climate shock
B. Long-term transition (2050)
Stresses specified by sector – e.g. by 2022:

Completed at a group and legal entity level
encouraging life company involvement

• Coal linked shares (40)%;
• Real Estate linked (30%);
• Renewables +20%
21 November 2019
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What are the challenges for life insurers in developing
appropriate scenario analysis?
Is the scenario relevant?
What scenarios
should you use?

What parameters
should you used?

Climate scenarios
Considerations

Life insurer
considerations

2C – transitional
4C - physical
IPCC, IEA, Greenpeace

How do these
impact
businesses?

Parameters
GDP/Pop Growth
Policy
Energy Transition

How do you own the narrative?
How do you measure the uncertainty within the
scenarios?

What is the
impact on your
firm?

How do you
aggregate
the picture?

Exposure

Firm Impacts

PACTA tools
Transition scoring
Total cost approach

Investments
Dependencies
Liabilities

More meaningful
approach than an
instantaneous stress

What climate
management actions
are you assuming?
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What are the challenges for life insurers in developing
appropriate scenario analysis?

PRA stress test output for sample portfolio (change to portfolio value)

How do you
aggregate
the picture?

Results
shown by
industry
subsector

Equities (10.1)%

Bonds (0.5)%

Single metric vs range
of results
Weighting of scenarios

Oil 15% of
portfolio
but 70% of
the impact

Aviva’s approach

Single metric vs range
of results
Weighting of scenarios
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What factors should a life actuary be aware of when
considering climate change risk management?

Your analysis will be
wrong but it is about
explaining the
thought process

Scenario analysis
can be about more
than just financial
impacts

Capturing the
dynamic nature
between physical
and transitional risks
is key

Indicating the
uncertainty in the
results helps
communicate to
users.

This is a fast developing field and best practice is still emerging

21 November 2019
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How are companies disclosing climate change risks in
public reports?

Source: Mark Carney Speech on TCFD: strengthening the foundations of sustainable finance
The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures Status Report, June 2019
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How are insurers currently disclosing climate change
risks in public reports?
GI
GI
CI
GI
CI
GI
GCI
LI
LI
CI
GGI
CI
GI
GR
GCI
TCFD / Non-Financial Reporting Directive
0%

10%

Governance

20%
Strategy

30%

40%

50%

Risk management

GCI: Global Composite Insurer

GGI: Global General Insurer

CI: Composite Insurer

GI: General Insurer

LI: Life Insurer

GR: Global Reinsurer

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Targets and Metrics
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Key takeaways

21 November 2019

1.

Have wider strategic conversations and do broader education. Use
regulatory expectations as a prompt

2.

Remember there are opportunities as well as risks to manage

3.

Reuse existing frameworks and approaches, but recognise
the differences

4.

Align your risk appetite with the climate change risks and opportunities you
carry (e.g. not writing certain sectors)

5.

Rationalise your own climate scenarios. Do your homework, galvanise
your team

6.

Expand your tool kit to enable you to carry out impact assessments over
your climate scenarios (e.g. adjusted cat models, dynamic risk assessment)

7.

Be wary of assumptions/statements you make about “green” companies,
particularly in light of your firm’s own credentials

8.

“Don’t let perfect get in the way of the good”
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Questions

Comments

The views expressed in this presentation are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not endorse any of the views stated,
nor any claims or representations made in this presentation and accept no responsibility or liability to any person for loss or damage suffered as a consequence of
their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation made in this presentation.
The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to provide actuarial advice or advice of
any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual situations. On no account may any part of this presentation be
reproduced without the written permission of the IFoA.
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